
Do You Need Expert Evidence in NCAT Proceedings?

If you're feeling overwhelmed by the complexities of navigating home building defects disputes,
especially when faced with the prospect of legal proceedings at the NSW Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (NCAT), you're not alone. Many homeowners find this journey challenging, filled with
uncertainties about legal processes and the impact on their lives. Homeowners often find
themselves at a crossroads, pondering the necessity and cost of obtaining expert evidence. This
crucial decision can significantly impact the outcome of their case. Understanding the role and
value of expert evidence in NCAT proceedings is vital for any homeowner seeking justice and
resolution in building disputes.

Understanding the Role of Expert Evidence

Expert evidence in NCAT proceedings serves a pivotal role. It involves the presentation of opinions
and findings by individuals with specialized knowledge or expertise, particularly in construction and
building matters. These experts provide objective assessments based on their skills, experience,
and the facts presented to them. Their testimonies can offer clarity on technical aspects that might
be beyond the comprehension of laypersons or the tribunal members.

In building disputes, expert evidence typically encompasses detailed analysis of construction work
quality, identification of defects, and estimation of rectification costs. However, its necessity varies
depending on the complexity and monetary value of the case. In Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd
[2023] NSWCATCD 95, the tribunal evaluated a claim for defects without expert evidence, relying
solely on the homeowner's assessment and photographs. This situation exemplifies the challenges
faced when expert opinions are absent. The applicant's self-assessment and photographic
evidence, although sincere, lacked the technical rigor and objectivity that an expert's report could
provide.

Legally, expert evidence is not always mandatory in NCAT proceedings, especially for claims
involving smaller monetary amounts. The precedent set in Khan v Kang [2014] NSWCATAP 48
underlines that while expert reports can be instrumental in establishing liability and clarifying
issues, they are not a universal requirement. The Tribunal's role is to facilitate a just, quick, and
cost-effective resolution, and the necessity for expert evidence is balanced against these
principles.

In summary, expert evidence in NCAT proceedings, while not universally mandatory, plays a critical
role in elucidating technical details and bolstering the credibility of claims in building disputes. Its
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impact on the outcome of a case can be substantial, making it an important consideration for
homeowners in defects disputes.

Case Study Analysis: Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd [2023]
NSWCATCD 95

In Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd [2023] NSWCATCD 95, the intricacies of presenting evidence
in home building disputes are vividly highlighted. The case serves as a compelling example,
especially for homeowners navigating similar disputes in the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(NCAT).

The core of this dispute revolved around the applicant's claim for $1,800 to rectify what was
alleged to be defective painting work. The evidence presented by the applicant included
photographs, an extract from Corinthian Doors on door care and maintenance, and references to
Rawlinsons. However, a critical piece was missing — an expert's report that could confirm the
alleged lack of due care and skill in the respondent's work and provide an accurate estimation of
rectification costs.

The Tribunal's decision was significantly influenced by the absence of such expert evidence.
Despite the earnest efforts of the applicant, her self-estimated costs and photographic evidence did
not suffice to establish the claim. The Tribunal found that the applicant failed to demonstrate that
the painting work was not carried out with due care and skill, leading to the rejection of her for
rectification costs. This outcome in Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd underscores the value of
expert assessments in substantiating claims about the quality of construction work and the
necessity for rectification.

This case also draws parallels with the principles outlined in Khan v Kang [2014] NSWCATAP 48.
In Khan v Kang, it was established that while building inspection reports by independent builders
are helpful, they are not an absolute necessity, especially in cases involving smaller monetary
amounts. This aligns with the NCAT’s aim to facilitate a just, quick, and cost-effective resolution.
The Tribunal in Khan v Kang also acknowledged the potential value of a tradesman’s quote as
valid evidence of defective work, depending on the circumstances and the nature of the quote.

However, Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd also highlights a crucial point: even when expert
reports are not strictly required, some form of credible evidence is necessary to support allegations
of defective work. This requirement becomes particularly pivotal in situations where the evidence at
hand, like photographs, is subject to interpretation. The case of X-Build Construction Services Pty
Ltd v O’Rourke [2020] NSWCATAP 181 further emphasizes this, as it discusses the careful use of
photographs as evidence, cautioning against drawing conclusions without the guidance of expert
interpretation.
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Furthermore, the discussion in Blacktown City Council v Hocking [2008] NSWCA 144 is relevant
here, reinforcing the limitation of photographic evidence in legal proceedings. This case highlighted
that photographs, while admissible, require expert analysis, especially in technical matters. Legal
professionals and tribunal members are not expected to interpret such evidence without the input
of someone with appropriate engineering skill and experience.

In conclusion, Olcayto v Paintalo Group Pty Ltd, along with the referenced cases, illustrates the
nuanced approach required in presenting evidence in NCAT proceedings. It underscores the
importance of expert evidence, or at the very least, credible and well-substantiated evidence, in
claims of defective work in home building disputes. For homeowners embroiled in such disputes,
this case study offers critical insights into the type and quality of evidence that could sway the
outcome in their favor.
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